
point seems to me to b e supported by the language of par a graphs
27 and 28 of the Secr.etary- General' s report (A/3512). which
refers to certain ' measures that should be carried out m- and
which, under paragraph 4 of this draft resolutiony the Secretary-
General is requested by this Assembly to carry out .

In regard to paragraph 3 of the second draft resolution,
I take it that the word "other" in the ,phrase "the implementation
of other measures" does not mean the exclusion of UNEF from these
other measures by the fa,t thaty 1:.n3er the p=^eceding part of the
paragraph, it is to be placed on the demarcation lineo I also
assume that the word: in the area" at the end of this paragraph
include the Sharm al-Sheikh and Gaza areas as well as the are a
of the demarcation line .

These may seem small pointsy but many an important
resolution --- and this is a vitally Important resolution -- ha s

-ion andbeen ruined by subsequent differences of interpret
ameaning of points which seemed ~o be small but turned out to be

very large indeed ; and ver•y ambiguous .

I think it is especially necessary that there should
be no doubt about the meaning of this resolution because if and
when it is passed it becomes the -Secretary-General's "Bible" as
he undertakes the duties based on it .

Our attitude to resolution II,, theny has been condi-
tioned by the interpretation I have given above and we think this
is a reasonable and acceptable interpretation . The actual
authority given the Secretary-General to carry out the provisions
of this resolution is to be found in paragraph 4 where he is
requested to take steps to carry out the measures which are in
his report, which has been before us for some time . In other
words, he is to implement his report on the basis of this resolu-
tion. It seems to me desirable therefore to recall the measures
which are to be carried out by him, because they will be his
responsibility . ,

It seems to me that a careful reading of this report
indicates that these measures -- some of them would perhaps
appear to be conclusions rather than measu&-es -- include the
following :

Fïrsts full respect forç full implementation of and
a reaffirmation of the Armistice Agreement of 19 1+9 which remains
in force and the first article of which assimilates the agree-
ment to a non-ag`gression pact providing for mutual and full
abstention from belligerent acts ;

Second, the restoration of the legal position of
control in the Gaza Strip and the recognition that any change
in this position -- a position which has practical and humani-
tarian as well as legal aspects W- can only be brought about
through a settlement between the partieso The Secretary- Genera 1


